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To all whoi. it may concern: - . . . .
Be it known that I, A. NDREw ErpLER, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Bost
ton, in the county of Suffolk and State of
Massachusetts, have invented certain new
and useful.Improvements in Shoe-Sewing
Machines; and I do hereby declare the foll

atobjectionable
the same time
pull relieve
at all thene
Sewing operation which wou
the
or break, theof needle
withthread
the manipulation
the shoeori
With this object in view, a featur

tains to make and use the same. . .

loop and means for yiel

. ... . .

present invention consists in their
lowing to be a full, clear, and exact descrip of means for actiating he nee
tion of the invention, such as will enable i. its retracting stroket
others skilled in the art to which it apper thread sufficient toti

during the feed,
The present invention relates to inseam aneedle
less strain on the threae
shoe
sewing
machines,
and
is
intended
pri
marily as an improvement on inseam shoe embodiment of this feat

15 sewing machines of that class which form

a chain-stitch and which are provided with
a curved hook needle entering the shoe from
the outside, and with a stitch-setting take
up operating to pull the last-formed loop
20 tightly around the shank of the needle while
the needle is in the work... An example of
this class of machine is the well-known

the means for actuating
anged to positively act
through the whole of it
to tighten the preceding loop.
is then released from its retrac
nism and is supporte
pressure during the feedo

75

-

In chainstitchinsean shoe wing ma
chines in which the needle operates from the
outside and the awl enters the channel of the 8
shoe,
difficulty has been experienced in ar
ranging the awlso that it would pierce: the
No. 412,04. As will be obvious to those work in a path substantially concentric with
skilled in the art, however, certain features that of the needle, and at the same time
of the present invention are equally appli strike at the bottom of the channel. . . 85
39

Goodyear welt and turn shoe sewing ma
chine the construction and mode of opera
25 tion of which is disclosed with substantial
accuracy in the patent to French and Meyer,

s5

a

cable to other types of inseamshoe sewing An object of the present invention is to
machines, and it is to be understood that ex provide an awl in this class of machines
cept as defined in the claims the several fea which will pierce the work in a path of sub
tures of the present invention are not limited. stantially the same curvature as that of the
to use in any particular type of inseam: shoe needle, and which will strike the work at
sewing machine.
the bottom of the channel without requiring 9

It is customary in chain-stitch inseam any objectionable tipping movement of the
shoe sewing machines to give the needle a shoe sufficient to bring the seam in an in
forward movement or dip during the feed of proper position,
the shoe to prevent an objectionable pullbe With this object in view a feature of the 95
40 ing exerted by the loop of needle thread on present invention contemplates the provi
the needle, which pull would be liable to sion in a machine of the class referred to of
break the thread or the needleafid would a curved awl mounted to move about an
interfere with the proper manipulation of axis eccentric to the axis of the needle in a
the shoe by the operator, This forward path of smaller radius than that of the OO .
movement or dip of the needle is necessarily needle and substantially tangent to the path
constant throughout the entire sewing oper of the needle at the point where the needle
ation, and while it effectively prevents an pierces the work. Awl mechanisms have
objectionable pull of the needle in sewing I heretofore been devised in which the awl
along the sides of a shoe, it does not prevent is mounted to move about an axis concentric
50 a pill upon the needle when the shoe is to that of the needle, but in actual práctice 05
it has been found that an awl mounted con
swung in passing around the toe. . . .
An object of the present invention is to centric with the needle is liable to strike the
provide ineans wherebyya,assufficient tensionis sole back of the channel so that an objec
maintained on the loop of needle thread to tionable tipping of the shoe is required to O

keep the loop in the barb of the needle, and : cause the awl to clear the sole. By provid

ing an awl-mounted eccentric to the needle
. . and movable in a path of smaller radius the
awl clears the sole and engages the work
i isat held
the bottom
of thetochannel
shoe
in position
locat while
seamtheprop
erly: A curved awl which is mounted c.
centric to the needle arid which moves in a
path of signaller radius than. that of the
. . . . . used
needle is especially ad antageous .when
O in connection with ai achine of the class
. . above referred to, provided; with a needle
piercing the shoe from the outside. Such
an awlcan, however, be advantageously used
in other classes of chain-stitchinseam sew
5 ing machines, as will be obvious to those
skilled in the art. Accordingly, this feature
of the invention is not limited, except as de

in. side elevation of the parts illustrated in

Fig. 9. Fig.11 is a view in front elevation. . . . .
of the feed slide and its supporting bracket
and guides. Fig.12 is a viewin-end eleva- . . .
tion
of the partsillustrated in Fig.11. Fig.
13 is a detail sectional plan view illustrating 70
particularly
the relation of the feed slide to
its actuating lever. Fig.14 is a detailplan
- - slide which forms a portion of
view of- the
the mechanism for actuating the looper.
Fig.15 is a view in side clevation of the
slide illustrated in Fig. 14. Figs. 16 and 17
are detail views illustrating the connections
between the needle segment and its actuat- ...
ing lever, Fig.16 illustrating the position of
the parts while the needle is being positively 80
actuated and Fig. 17 illustrating the posi
the parts while the needle is yield
fined in the claims, to use in any particular ition
inglyofsupported
under light spring pressure,
type
of
chain-stitch
shoe
sewing
machine.
the needletobe pulled forward when 85.
20 When the awl is used in connection with a totheallow
shoe is swung. Fig.18 is detail view

machine haying a needle which pierces the
: shoe from the outside the axis of the awlis

on an enlarged scale of the mechanism illus

Figs, 16 andFig.
17, but
in the
preferably located at the rear and below the trated
oppositein direction.
19 islooking
a diagram
matic view illustrating the paths of motion
. . of the needle and awl and their relation to

rangement of

which the thread
needle, and in cer
30 and arrangements:o
...
improve and simplify th
. . - Y - X -- - - - a . .' " . ."
: seam shoe sewing machines and enable
ligh-rate

.

he work operated upon. Fig. 20 is a dia- -

mmatic view illustrating the manner in .

hich the thread pulls upon the needle
when the shoe is swung in sewing round the

takeup, an auxiliary takeup, a channel
guide, a welt guide, a back rest, back rest
and welt guide slides, and a tension device,
all having the same general arrangement

combinations an

to those
ski
: be
theobvious
following
description.

95

achine illustrated in the drawings

provided
with a curved hook needle, a
high rate of isneedle
guide, a looper, a thread arm, a

to operate with certainty
Reedparts.
and without
the
The adv liabilit

90

100

- and mode of operation, except as herein
om
an in after described, as the corresponding parts i05
wings, in of the Goodyear welt and turn machine dis
spection of the acc
closed in Patent No. 412,704. .
which- . . . . . .
needle 1 is secured in the usual man
Figure 1 is a view in front elevation of a •nerThe
to a needle segment 2 piyotally mounted
welt sewing mechine embodying the same in
their preferred form. Fig. 2 is a view in in a stationary portion of the machine frame 0.
side elevation of the machine looking from and connected by a link 3 to a cam actuated
the right. Fig. 3 is a yiew in side elevation lever 4. To enable the needle to be posi-.
of the machine looking from the left. Fig. tively actuated during its retracting stroke,
4 is a sectional elevation taken upon a veri iso as to exert a positive pull on the loop. 5
30 cal plane just at the right of the needle as of needle thread sufficient to shorten the pre
viewed in Fig.1. Fig. 5 is; : detail view. ceding loop, and thereafter be yieldingly
illustrating in front elevation the feed slide, supported under light spring tension during
the parts supported thercly, and their actu the feed of the work, the link 3 is connected
mechanism. Fig.6 is a view inside to the cam actuated lever 4 as follows. The
55 ating
elevation of the parts illustrated in Fig. 5. lever 4 is provided at its forward end with 120
Fig. 7 is a view.similar to Fig.5 but with a slot it: which is mounted a block 5, to
which the link 3 is pivoted. This block,
certain parts removed or liroken away, and during
the retracting stroke of the needle,
with a portion of the mechanism shown in
section.
Fig.
S
is
a
detail
sectional
view
of
is
held
in
upper end of its slot by means
60 the arts illustrated in Fig. 5, taken on a of a latch the
which as shown consists of a block 125.
plate indicated by the line 8-S of said bounted to slide in a guideway on the
figure. Fig. 9 is a detail view illustrating. lever 4 at right angles to the slot in which
tie feed slide in front clevation and show the block 5 is mounted. The latch block 6
is ing the guides and supporting bracket for the is held in position (in the lever 4 by naeans
feed slide in dotted lin ig. 10 is a view of a bolt passing through a slot in the 133

40 The several featureso
tion will be clear

.. . . . . . .

o
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block, and the block is pressed toward the mitted by the arrangement of the looper, as
block 5 by means of a coiled spring 8 inter-i will be hereinafter explained. The thread

posed between the block 6 and an abutment arm is secured upon one end of a shaft
9itsonforward
the lever.
The block 6 is provided at mounted in the stationary head of the ma
end with a notch, or shoulder chine,
to the other end of this shaft is 70
.
which engages the block 5. During the re securedand
an
arm.
18.
The
arm.18
is
connected
tracting stroke of the needle the latch. by a link 19 to the forward end of a cam

block 6 is in engagement with the block 5,

and to permit the latch block to be moved
10 out of engagement therewith at the end of
the retracting stroke, the lower-end of the
link 3, which projects below the block 5,
is provided with an abutment screw or pin
10, the construction being such that after the
1.5 needle completes its retracting stroke and
shortens the preceding loop, the abutment
10: strikes the block 6 and moves it out of

engagement with the block 5. When the

20

block 5 is released, it is supported on the
lever 4 by means of a spring 11 surrounding
a rod 12, adjustably secured in the lever 4

and extending longitudinally of the slot.

The upper end of the rod 12 forms a stop

to limit the movement of the block 5 in its

slot, and thereby determines the amount of
yielding movément permitted to the needle.
The tension of the spring 11 is such that
during
the feeding of the work a light yield
ing strain is exerted upon the loop of the
needle thread sufficient to hold the thread

in the barb of the needle, but not sufficient
to
the needle
or thread,
or interfere
withinjure
the proper
feeding
or manipulation
of
the shoe.

The advantages secured by the construc
tion above described, whereby the needle is

yieldingly supported during the feed of the
work, will be clearly understood from an in
spection of Fig. 20, which indicates diagram

matically the manner in which the distance
from the last needle hole to the barb of the
needle increases when the shoe is swung in
passing around the toe. . . .
The needle guide is mounted
in substantially the same manner as in cer
tain prior chainstitch shoe sewing machines
with the exception that the actuating mecha
nism is more simple and compact. The
needle guide, indicated at 13, is secured to or
formed integral with one end of a shaft
which extends: axially through the hollow
pivot shaft of the needle segment. To... the
other end of the needle guide shaft is secured
s 3 a segment 14 with which a segment 15
meshes secured to the forward end of a cam.
actuated lever 16. The needle guide is thus
actuated positively and directly through a
can actuated lever and can be operated with
60 certainty and at a high rate of speed. The
thread finger or arm, indicated at 17, is also
-

W-

and actuated

- arranged and actuated as in prior machines,

actuated lever 20. .

. ..

". . .'

The looper, which lays the thread into the

barb of the needle, is indicated at 21. This
looper is provided with a shank which is re 75
ceived in a cylindrical socket formed in the
lower end of an arm 22, the connection be
tween the looper shank and the arm being
such that the looper can be adjusted verti
cally. The shank of the looper is held in the
arm by means of a clamping screw 23. The
arn 22 is pivoted midway its length to a
block 24 secured to the forward end of a cam
actuated slide 25. The slide 25 is arranged
above the needle and in a plane parallel with 85.
the plane of the needle so that the recipro
cating movements of the slide impart for
ward and rearward movements to the looper.
The movements of the looper at right angles 90
to the plane of the needle are produced by
oscillating the arm 22, the movements of the
looper due to the reciprocation of the slide
and the oscillation of the arm acting to carry
the thread around the needle and lay it in 95 . .
the barb. The upper end of the arm 22 is
provided with a socket in which a rod 26 is .
received. This rod is provided at its upper
end with a socket or bearing which receives
a rod 27 secured to an arm 28 projecting 100
from a rock shaft 29 arranged parallel with
the slide 25. The rod 26 is free to slide in the
socket in the upper end of the arm 22, and
the rod 27 is free to slide in the socket in the
upper end of the rod 26 so that the arm 22 105
can be oscillated from the rock shaft 29 and
at the same time the slide 25 can be recipro
cated. The shaft 29 is provided with a down
wardly projecting arm 30 at its rear end
which is provided with a roil engaging a 1.0 . . .
cam on the camshaft of the machine.

The mechanism above described for actu

ating the looper controls the looper posi
tively in all its movements so that the looper
acts with certainty to lay the thread in the 5
barb of the needle regardless of the speed
at which the machine is operated. The
mechanism is simple in construction and
compactly arranged. In operation it has
proved to be efficient and durable. This 120.
looping mechanism, as so far described, is
applicable to inseam shoe sewing machines
of types other than that illustrated in the
drawings, and is believed to embody fea
tures of invention hereinafter set forth in the 25
claims, which
limited to use in any .
particular
typeareofnot
inseamshoe
sewing- ma-.
chines.
. .. . . . .
. . In the construction illustrated in the draw

with the exception that its thread engaging
end is arranged to rise higher from the work
and thereby avoid striking the channel flap.
This movement of the thread arm is per ings, the slide 25 of the looper mechanish is

180

al,
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arranged to reciprocate in a direction in
clined to the plane in which the seam is
Sewed, or in other words, in a direction in
clined to the sole of a shoe presented to the

machine. This inclined arrangement of the
slide is important in a machine employing
a thread finger or rim, since it permits the
thread finger to be raised higher from the
work and causes the thread to be wrapped
() around the needle more nearly at right
angles to the barbed portion. In chainstitch
shoe Sewing machines that employ a thread
arm, the looper passes above the thread en
gaging portion of the arm before it encircles
5 the needle so as to cause the thread to be

5

engaged by the arm. The distance from the
work to which the thread arm can be raised
is, therefore, limited by the position of the
looper, and when the looper is arranged to

20

operate as has heretofore been customary,

the thread arm can not be raised a sufficient
distance to avoid contact with the channel

by the strength of the spring 36 and the
relative positions of the three trucks. The
niain take-up falls during the thread pulling
movement of the thread arm, during the
looping movements of the looper, and dur 70
ing the retracting stroke of the needle. To
prevent the auxiliary takeup from straling
thread from the thread arm during its loop
delivery or forward stroke, and while the
needle is making the first part of its retract
ing stroke, a stop 40 is provided to limit the
falling movement of the auxiliary takeup,
which stop is engaged by an 'adjustable
abutment screw 41 mounted in the lever 34
of the auxiliary takeup. The stop 40 and 80
abutment screw 41 are so arranged with
relation to the falling movement of the
main takeup and the thread delivering
stroke of the thread arm, that the falling
movement of the auxiliary takeup is stopped
before the thread arm begins its thread de
livering stroke. During the first portion of
the falling movement of the main takeup,

flap upon certain classes of work. Further
more with the thread arm and looper of prior therefore, and while the needle is being 90
machines, the looper necessarily wraps the looped, the auxiliary takeup exerts a tension
thread about the needle at Some distance be on the thread, but this tension is removed at
to prevent any liability of the
low the barb so that the thread slides down such timeofasthread
from the thread arm.
the needle into the barb during the retract stealing
ing stroke of the needle. By arranging the The main takeup of the machine ilius
in the drawings acts in the same man
looper and thread arm as illustrated in the trated
ner as that of the machine of latent No.
drawings, the thread arm can be raised 412,704
to pull off thread from the supply
higher than has heretofore been the custom, during its
upward stroke and to give up this
and the thread can be laid more nearly di thread to the
needle during its falling stroke
rectly into the barb of the needle. Greater to such an extent
that the needle will exert 100
certainty of the looping operation is thus se, a pull on the preceding
loop of the seam and
cured, and also there is less liability of in shorten this loop. To secure
a variation of
jury to the thread.
pull exerted by the needle on the thread
The main takeup of the machine is of the
usual construction and consists of a thread in shortening the preceding loop, the ma 03
40 truck 31 mounted upon the forward end of chine illustrated in the drawings is pro
with an adjustable stop for limiting
a cam actuated lever 32. The auxiliary vided
the
rising
of the auxiliary take
takeup consists of a thread truck 33 mount tup, this stopmovement
indicated at 42 and ("on
ed upon the forward end of a pivoted arm sisting of anbeing
adjustable screw the tied
34. The arm 34 of the auxiliary takeup is but ment screw mounted
in the fran ( of the
pressed upon by a spring actuated plunger machine. It will be obvious
an in spee
35. This plunger is mounted in a vertical tion of the drawings, and from
(if
guideway in the frame of the machine, and Fig. 4, that an adjustment particularly
of the stop 12
its upper end is acted upon by a coiled will vary the amount of thread
extending
spring 36 seated in a recess in the machine
the looper around the main and aux :
frame between the upper end of the plunger from
to the truck 3), and conse
35 and an adjustable abutment screw 37. iliary takeups
will
vary
the annount
of failing
thread
The auxiliary takeup is thus spring-pressed, quently
given
up
by
the
takeup
during
its
its upward movements being resisted by the movement to the needle.
tension
of the spring 36. The thread, indi An adjustment of the stop 42 will obvi
5 5 ented at 38, after passing over the tension
vary the time in the operati;i, of the
wheel at the lear of the machine, passes ously
machine
which the abutment it of the
over a guide truck, 39, then under the truck auxiliary attakeup
will hit the stop 40 during
33 of the auxiliary takeup, and then over the failing movement
auxiliary taki 25
the truck 31 of the main takeup. The ar up. The abutment 41ofisthetherefore,
made
rangement of these trucks is such that dur adji stable so that the falling movement
of
ing the rising of the main takeup, the auxil the auxiliary talkeup can be stopped at the
iairy take up is moved upward, and during desired time in the operation of the na
the falling moyenants of the main takeup
inder any adjustment of the stop 42.
the auxiliary takeup is allowed to fall Tid citine
This adjustment of the abatment 41 of the 30
y

maintain a tensica on the thread deteriled
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5

auxiliary takeup also permits an adjust-1 sewing machines, since the between sub

ment for variation in the operation of the
stitch forming devices occasioned by differ
ences in the kind of stock operated upon.
The awl of the machine illustrated in the
drawings is indicated at 43, and is secured
: in the usual manner to an awl carrier 44
pivotally mounted upon the feed slide. The
awl is curved in the arc of a circle, of which
10 the pivot of the awl is the center, and dur
ing the operation of the machine the awl is
oscillated about this center, which remains
fixed with relation to the center about which
the needlepscillates. The awl is arranged
5 to enter the channel, of a shoe and pass
through the between, substance. To enable
the awl to strike at the bottom of the chan
inel and puncture a hole in the between
substance in the path of the needle, and
20

stance can be completely perforated with
a hole concentric with the needle, which
cannot be done successfully with other
forms of aw), and furthermore the use of 70
a pivotally mounted curved awl permits the
use of an extremely simple and compact ar
rangement of the parts and actuating mech
anism. By mounting the awl eccentric to
the cent r of movement of the needle, and 75
moving it on a smaller radius, the use of a
curved awl is made practicable, and the dis
advantages of prior constructions, in which
a curved awl is used, are eliminated.
It is often necessary or desirable in ma-. 80
chines of the class to which the present in
vention relates to adjust the awl to bring
its point into the proper position with rela
tion
the needle, which position varies
at the same time clear the sole at the with todifferent
needles and different awls.
botton
of
the
channel,
the
awl
has
a
A simple and convenient means for adjust 85.
raclius of curvature less than that of the
the awl for this purpose is illustrated
needle, and the axis about which it oscil ing
in
the
drawings, and consists of an eccentric
lates is arranged at the rear of and beneath 45 formed
the stud 46 which forms the
25 the axis about which the needle oscillates. pivot of theonawl.
eccentric forms the
The advantages gained by constructing and journal for the awlThis
carrier, and by rotating 90
mounting the awl in this manner will be. the stud the awl carrier is raised or lowered
clearly understood from an inspection of to
bring the point of the awl into the de
Fig. 19, which illustrates diagrammatically sired
position with relation
to the -point of
30 the manner in which the awl engages the the needle.
. .. .
Work, and the relative, paths of movement The channel guide is of usual construc 95
1. of the awl and needle. Referring to this tion, and is indicated at 47. The channel
figure, it will be seen that the path of move.
is secured to a block 48, and this block
ment of the awlis. Substantially tangent isguide
mounted
upon the forward end of the
35 to that of the needle at the point where the channel guide lever 49 so as to be adjust 00
. . awl and needle, pass through the work, so able vertically thereon. The block 48 is
that the hole formed by the awl in the be adjusted by means of an adjusting screw
tween substance will be in line with the 50, and is held in adjusted position by a
needle. It will also be seen that the awl locking bolt 51 passing through a slot in the
40, rises from the channel inside of the path block. The channel guide lever 49 is pivot
which it would travel if it were mounted ally mounted upon the feed slide, and is
h
eedle, and thus can actuated by mechanism
hereinafter de
. .
bottom of the channel with scribed.
out contacting with the sole back of the
feed slide of the machine is indicated
45 channel, In, operating upon an insole up at The
52, and is provided with a cylindrical 40
per, and welt such as are indicated in Fig. 9, bore 53, and with an open-sided slot 54
an awl mounted to move.coconcentrically with which
engage respectively guiding studs 55
the needle would dig into the sole at the and 56 secured to a bracket 57 forming a.
rear of the channel, and in order to cause part of the frame of the machine. This feed
50, the awl to strike at the bottom of the chan slide
is provided with bores 58 and 59 for 15 .
nel without engaging the sole back of the the pivot
of the awl carrier and chan
channe WQuld be necessary to tip the nel guide studs
lever, and with a bore 60 for a
ping, however, the shoe would rocking stud forming a part of the awl actu
it of the channel guide ating mechanism. The feed slide is actuated
he welt and
the from a cam on the camshaft of the machine
O
through a lever 61 pivotally, mounted at its
forward end and provided intermediate its
r- ends with a slot, in which is adjustably se

cured a block provided with a pin 62 having
mounted thereon, a block, 63 engaging a slot 125
64 on the feed slide. This connection of the
lever and feed slide is of usual construction
and permits an adjustment of the length of
ta. feed. To enable the feed slide to be ad

itch, justed so as to bring the awl in alinement

30

tas
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with the needle at the end of the feeding
movement, or into any desired position with
relation to the needle, the lever 61 is made
separate from its hub and is adjustably. Se
cured thereto, the adjustment, being effected
by an adjusting screw 65 screwed into the
side of the lever and having its flanged head
in engagement with a slot on the hub, and
the lever being secured in this position by
10 a locking bolt 66 passing through a slot in
the lever. The hub of the lever 61 is made
in the shape of a yoke which extends above
and below a bracket'67 secured to the feed
slide supporting bracket 57. The hub of
5 the lever 61 is pivoted to the bracket 67 by
means of pivot pins extending upwardly
and downwardly through the yoke into the
bracket and secured in the bracket.
The mechanism for actuating the awlcom
20 prises a link 68 connecting the awl carrier

permits the use of a spring which can be

easily adjusted, and a spring of such length
that the movement of the back rest does not
appreciably change the tension of the
spring. This mechanism for yieldingly sup 70
porting the back rest comprises a horizontal
arm 79, the free end of which enters a slot
in the back rest and engages a roller 80
mounted therein, and the other end of which
is pivotally mounted upon a vertical pivot 75
81. A long colled spring 82 surrounds the
pivot 81, and is connected at its lower end
to the arm 79, and at its upper end to a
plate or disk 82 secured to the upper end
of the pivot, so as to be capable of adjust 80
ment to vary the tension of the spring. The
disk 82 is secured in adjusted position by a
clamping screw passing through the disk
and screwing into the pivot. The back rest
is intermittently locked against backward 85
with the lower end of a lever 69 which is movement by mechanism hereinf.fter de
mounted on the feed slide so as to oscillate scribed.
and slide longitudinally. The lever 69 is It is desirable in welt shoe sewing ma
provided at its upper end with a socket chines that the welt guide move toward and
25 which receives a rod 70 projecting down from the shoe in a path substantially con 90
wardly from the end of a rocking stud 71 centric with that of the needle, in order that
mounted in the bore 60 of the feed slide. the groove in the welt may be brought into
The rod 70 forms a guide upon which the the path of the needle, regardless of the
lever 69 can slide longitudinally, and the thickness of the material being operated
30 rocking pin 71 forms a pivot about which upon. In the construction illustrated in the
the lever oscillates. To oscillate the lever drawings, this result is secured by mount
69 so as to actuate the awl and at the same ing the Welt guide, which is indicated at 84,
time permit the lever to move with the feed upon a welt guide carrying arm 85, and
slide, the lever is provided with a bore which pivoting this arm in front of and above the
35 receives a pin 72 projecting laterally from . needle, substantially diametrically opposite 10,
the lower end of a cam actuated bell crank the point at which the welt guide engages
lever 73.
the work. By so mounting the Welt guide,
The mechanism for actuating the awl it moves toward and from the work in a
above described is simple and compact in path of greater radius than that of the
40 construction as will be apparent from in needle, so that it engages the lasting tacks 05
spection of the drawings. The parts are ar laterally and bends them over, instead of
ranged to move easily and freely, but at the resting upon the heads of the tacks. When
same time are strong enough to prevent in close proximity to the shoe, however, the
breaking or derangement when the machine Welt guide is moving in substantially the
same path as the needle, so that the groove O
45 is operated at high speed.
For moving the channel guide toward and in the Welt, is not displaced to any appreci
from the work, an easy running, simple and able extent by variation in the thickness of
durable construction is provided consisting the material operated upon. The welt guide
of a toothed segment or arm 74 meshing is moved toward and from the shoe at the
50 with a corresponding tooth on the upper. proper times during the operation of the 15
end of the channel guide lever 49, a shaft machine by means of a link 86, a welt guide
75 to which the segment 74 is secureu jour slide S7 which is connected with the welt
naled in the bracket, 67, and a cam actuated guide carrying arm S5 by the link 86, a
arm 76 secured to the shaft. 75.
spring which acts to force the welt guide
55 The back rest of the machine illustrated slide forward, and a cam actuated clutch 120
in the drawings, is indicated at 77, and the mechanism which retracts the slide. The
back rest slide at 78, these parts being con Spring for forcing the welt guide slide for
structed and arranged as in prior machines. Ward is indicated at SS. This spring is
An improved mechanism for yieldingly sup coiled around a stud 89 provided with an
60 porting the back rest slide is, however, pro adjustable cap disk 90 to which one end of
spring is secured. The other end of the
vided, which mechanism is much lighter and the
quicker acting than the construction com spring extends upwardly and bears against
monly used, which comprises a rack and a pin 91 projecting from the welt guide
pinion and a clock Spring. Another advan slide. The calm actuated lutci; mechanism
65 tage of this improved mechanism is that it for retra?ting the slide comprises a clutch 36
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box 92 surrounding the slide,' and provided
with inclines between which and the edges
of the slide, clutch rolls 93 ale located.
Coiled springs 94 seated in recesses in the
5 clutch box act upon the rolls and tend to
hold them in clutching position against the
inclines
and the adjacent sides of the slide.
. . The inclines on the cluteh box are so ar

7

The supporting member for the rolls is in

the form of a wedge indicated at 105, one.
incline surface of the wedge engaging one

roll and the other incline surface engaging
the other roll. The wedge 105 is pivotally

connected at its rear end to the vertical arm 70

of a bell crank lever 106, the horizontal arm
of
ranged that during the rearward movement which is provided with a roll engaging a
O of the clutch box the slide, is gripped by the eam on the camshaft. The bell crank lever
is actuated by the cam to withdraw the 75
clutch rolls and the slide is retracted. 0. wedge
to unlock the slides and the wedge is
actuating the clutch box a cam actuated moved
in a direction to lock the
s by.
lever 95 is provided, the lower end of which means of
a coiled spring 107 connected at
is
connected
with
the
clutch
box
by
a
link
15 96. To positively release the welt guide one end to the frame of the machine, and at
other end to the bell crank
- in thelever
ver 106.
106.so
slide from the clutch rolls 93 during the for theThe
machine
illustrated
drawings,
ward movement of the clutch box, and pref while adapted for welted work, can also be
. . erably, before the welt guide contacts with used for turned shoes, a suitable back gage
the shoe, stationary pins 97 are provided
20 which enter holes in the clutch box as it. of usual construction being substituted for
welt guide, as will be readily under 85
reaches the limit of its forward movement, the
stood
by those skilled in the art. In such
and positively force the clutch rols 93 back case, the
87 will be a back gage slide
wardly against the tension of the springs 94. instead ofslide
a
welt
guide slide, and in fact the
It is customary in welt shoe sewing ma
25 chines to provide means for adjusting the slide of welt sewing machines corresponding
to the slide 87 of the machine illustrated in 90
welt guide on its carrier toward and from the
drawings is often termed a backgage

the path of the needle, so as to bring the slide. Accordingly, in certain of the claims
grooves of different styles of welt into the
term “baekgage slide” is used to desig

proper position. To seeure this result, the
welt guide of the machine illustrated in the
drawings
securedpinto98itspassing
E",
arm bya
means
of ais pivot
through
slot in the arm, and by a stud 99 passing
through the arm and provided with an eC
35 centric portion engaging the welt guide. . .
- To lock the back rest slide 78 and the
welt guide slide 87 in their forward po
sitions at the proper times during the opera
tion of the machine, the machine illustrated
40 in the drawings is provided with an im
proved mechanism which is strong and du
a rable, and which acts with certainty to lock
the slides precisely in the positions to which
they are moved while the slides are -45 locked. This mechanism comprises clutch
30

rolls which are arranged to engage suitable.
friction
surfacesby,oninclines,
the slides,
and which
are supported
-on a member
which is movable from a position in which

the rolls are out of engagement with the
slides to a position in which the rolls are
clutched between the slides and the inclines
on the movable member. These clutch rolls,

together with their supporting member,
constitute friction clutches which are ex
tremely sensitive, in operation, and which
lock the slides securely in position without
is liability of any lost motion or any derange
ment or breakage of the parts. The clutch
60
rolls
are indicated
103, and 404theandlower
are
arranged
to engageatrespectively
55

and upper sides of the Welt guide and back

nate the slide 87.

..

. . . . . . ..

The tension devices of the machine, illus
trated in the drawings are of well known 95.
construction, and comprise a tension wheel

108 at the rear of the inachine, a brake disk.
a friction brake shoe 110 bearing upon the 100
109 fast upon the shaft of the tension wheel,

periphery of the brake disk, a pivoted lever
111 to one end of which the brake shoe is
connected, and a spring pressed rod 112 con- . . .
nected to the other end of the lever. For

releasing the tension by a backward rotation
of the cam shaft when a shoe is to be re

moved from the machine, the usual, throw
off
arm 113 is provided, mounted upon the .

upper end of a bell crankleyer 114. To the

horizontal arm of this bell crank lever is O
pivotally connected the upper end of a rod
i15 which extends downwardly through a
hole
in the end of the brake shoe carrying
lever 111 and is provided with an adjustable
nut 116 arranged to engage the brake shoe
carrying lever to move the brake shoe from 5
the friction disk. The rod 115 is pressed up
Wardly by means of a coiled spring 117. .
The heating devices of the machine, illus
trated only in part, comprise a steam pas 120
sage way 118 in the bracket supporting the
tension wheel, a vertical steam passageway
119 in the frame of the machine adjacent.
the looper mechanism, and a plate 120 pro
jecting forwardly from the head of the ma
chine at one side of the main and auxiliary 125
takeup levers. This plate 120 is secured to

; rest slides. The rolls are arranged in the the head of the machine so as to be capable.
same vertical plane and are fitted loosely in

65
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of lateral adjustment by means of screws 121.
vertical slots in the frame of the machine. passing
through a slotted flange of the plate 130

3
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of the looper across the path of the
and screwing into the head of the ma end
needle substantially at right angles to said
path and means for oscillating the arm to.
The nature and scope of the present in move
the free end of the looper across the 70
vention having been indicated, and a machine plane
the needle.
the several features of the in 7. Aofchain
5 embodying
stitch shoe sewing machine,
vention in their preferred form having been having,
in
combination,
a curved hook
specifically described, what is claimed is:- needle, a looper, a thread arm,
and mecha
1. A chain stitch shoe sewing machine, nism for actuating the looper comprising
having, in combination, a hook needle, a slide mounted to reciprocate above thea 75
O looper, work feeding means, means for posi needle in a right line in a plane parallel to
tively actuating the needle through the the plane of the needle, a looper carrying
whole of its retracting stroke to tighten the arm pivotally mounted upon the forward
preceding loop, and means for yieldingly end of the slide to oscillate in a plane at
supporting the needle against the pull ex right angles to the plane of the needle, a 80
erted upon the needle by the thread during rock shaft, connections between the rock
the feed.
and the arm for oscillating the arm
2. A chainstitch shoe sewing machine, shaft
move the free end of the arm across the
having, in combination, a hook needle, a toplane
of the needle, means for actuating the
looper, work feeding means, mechanism for
shaft, and means for actuating the slide 85
20 positively retracting the needle to tighten rock
the free end of the arm across the
the preceding loop and means for releasing topathmove
of
the
the needle from said retracting mechanism 8. A chainneedle.
stitch shoe sewing machine,
and for supporting it under light spring
having,
in
combination,
a curved hook
pressure during the feed.
a looper, a thread arm, and mecha 90
3. A chain stitch shoe sewing machine, needle,
for actuating the looper comprising :
having, in combination, a hook needle, a nism
slide
to reciprocate above the
looper, means for feeding the work, means needle mounted
plane parallel to the plane of the
for actuating the needle to exert a strain on needle,inana arm
mounted upon the
the thread sufficient to tighten the preceding forward end ofpivotally
the
slide
to oscillate in a 95
loop,
and
means
for
yieldingly
supporting
30
at right angles to the plane of the
the needle during the feed arranged to exert plane
needle and having its ends projecting above
a less strain on the thread.
below the slide, means for securing the
4. A chain stitch shoe sewing machine, and
to the lower end of the arm, a rock
having, in combination, a curved hook looper
arranged parallel with the slide, an 00
needle arranged to pierce the shoe from the shaft
arm at the forward end of the rock shaft,
outside and emerge from the channel, a connections
between the arm on the rock
looper,
and
a
curved
awl
movable
about
an
shaft and the upper end of the looper carry
axis eccentric to the needle in a path of ing
arm for oscillating the looper carrying
chine.

smaller radius than that of the needle and arm, means for oscillating the rock shaft, 05
substantially tangent to the path of the
for actuating the slide.
needle at the point where the needle pierces and9. means
A shoe sewing machine, having, in com
the work.
5. A chain stitch shoe sewing machine, bination, stitch forming devices including a
having, in combination, a curved hook curved hook needle, a feed slide, a curved lO
an awl carrier mounted to oscillate on
needle arranged to pierce the shoe from the awl, feed
slide, a lever mounted on the feed
outside and emerge from the channel, a the
looper, and a curved awl movable about an slide to oscillate and move longitudinally,
axis at the rear and below the axis of the a link connecting the free end of the lever
needle, said awl moving in a curved path of and the awl carrier, a cam-actuated bell ls
Smaller radius than that of the needle and ('ank level. and a connection between the
end of the bell crank lever and said
substantially tangent to the path of the free
and oscillating lever permitting
needle at the point, where the needle pierces sliding
(vement of the sliding and oscillating e
the work.
direction of feed.
6. A chain stitch shoe sewing machine, ve'1().in Athechain
stitch shoe sewing machine, 20
having, in combination, a curved hook having,
combination, a curved hook
needle, a looper, a thread arni, and mecha eele, a inlooper,
and a cirved awl movable
nisin for actuating the looper comprising a
an axis eccentric to the needle in a
slide mounted to reciprocate in a right link alloit
in a plane parallel to that of the needle and path of smaller radii is than that of the 2.
30 in a direction inclined to the plane in wiich needle.
the Segun is Sewed, a looper carrying arm 11. A chain stitch shoe sewing machine,
in comination, a curved hook
livotally not inted upon the forward end of having,
needle, a loope', a curved awl novable about,
the slide to oscillate in a plane at right an
axis eccentric to the needle in a path of
angles to the plane of the needle, and means
5 for reciprocating the slide to move the free smaller radius than that of the needle and 3.

40
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pivotally lounted upon the feed slide,
means for adjusting the axis of the awl guide
and mechanism for oscillating the channel
is a
12. A chain stitch shoe sewing machine, guide lever comprising a segment meshing.
having, in combination, a curved hook with the channel guide lever, a rock shaft to

transversely.

needle, a curved awl mounted to move about which the segment is secured, mounted in
.
ing the operation of the machine, and means secured to the rock shaft.
for adjusting the axis of the awl trans In testimony whereof I affix my signature,
versely.
.
in presence of two witnesses.
ANDREW EPPLER.
13. An inseam shoe sewing machine, hav Witnesses:
ing, in combination, stitch forming devices
FRED O. FISH,
including a curved hook needle, a feed slide,
ANNIE. C. RICHARDSON.
a channel guide lever carrying the channel

an axis fixed with relation to the needle dur stationary bearings, and a cam actuated arm
0.
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